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Introduction
The World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts (WAGGGS) is the umbrella organisation for Member Organisations from 145 countries around the world, with a total membership of ten million. While Member Organisations offer training and development within their own countries, WAGGGS offers international opportunities. For example, WAGGGS offers opportunities for leadership development at international locations where a group of facilitators (typically five) facilitate the learning of a group of thirty participants during a week-long event, when possible interpreters are provided. These events are widely lauded but are only available to a few, many potential participants cannot afford to travel, or get the necessary permissions. In addition the volunteer facilitators have limited time for travel and attending events. This project seeks to explore how technology can be used to offer similar opportunities to those provided by the face-to-face courses to a much wider audience, while retaining the community and interactive learning aspects of the existing programmes.

Technology changes the way in which communities come together, (Wenger, White, & Smith, 2009); however not everyone is at ease with technology and degrees of digital literacy vary (Hargittai, 2005). Technology was expected to create a revolution in education by providing access across the globe (Friedman, 2005; Liyanagunawardena, Adams, Rassool, & Williams, 2011). The reality is that introducing technology into education is always challenging (Collins & Halverson, 2010). There are concerns that this may further marginalise the deprived (Carr-Chellman, 2005), many factors impact on participants ability to persevere with an online course (Lee, Choi, & Kim, 2012). With the international prevalence of social network sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, people are becoming comfortable contributing in online places, however in pedagogic situation there continues to be a “lurker” role (Arnold & Paulus, 2010; Dennen, 2008).

In this paper the authors report their experiences of the first trial run of an international online course and discuss the issues as they prepare for the next run.

The Prototype Course
Initial research (Williams, Spiret, Dimitriadi, & McCrindle, 2012) had indicated there is a high use and appreciation of technology within the organisation, across ages, cultures and languages. However, there is not equal access to technologies, technological capabilities of members varies around the world and within
neighbourhoods, and for some obtaining connectivity to the Internet is challenging.

For the prototype course built to test the concepts, it was determined that:

- the platform Moodle™ would be used for delivery;
- the course would be three weeks, with three days pre-activities;
- the course would be run in English, removing translation overheads;
- participants should reflect the spread and diversity of WAGGGS;
- there should be twenty participants;
- the facilitation would be undertaken by staff associated with the project.

The course itself was designed to require participants to engage in individual and group tasks, with support from discussion forums.

The five international regions of WAGGGS were asked to identify four participants each. At the start of the course there were nineteen nominated participants from: Australia (2), Bahamas, Denmark (2), Egypt, Kenya (2), Mexico, Singapore (2), Slovenia (2), South Africa (2), Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, USA.

**Reflections on the course**

Participants were asked to complete a survey at the start and the end of the course, engagement was observed along with materials accessed; the following qualitative and quantitative based reflections are drawn from this data.

Of the nineteen nominated participants three never logged in, and two did not complete the course. The three who did not log in have never responded to communications, so no data for them is available. The two who dropped out had indicated on the initial survey that they were very busy with competing demands on their time within their volunteer role in the organisation and beyond. Five were very active throughout, and the majority (nine) participated spasmodically. Eight had previously tried or used e-learning, the remainder had not used it but had observed others using it. Four of the five most active participants had e-learning experience. The participants were all over the specified minimum age of eighteen, with eleven under 30 and five over 40 (none were between 30 and 40). There was no discernable pattern of engagement linked to age group.

At the end of the course participants reported a variety of work patterns, with different working practices at weekends compared to weekdays. Some participants logged on more than once a day while members of the spasmodic users group logged on a few times per week. Some reported that they had experienced difficulties accessing the Internet during the course due to both short-term and longer-term issues. There was a lot of discussion about time zones, particularly when daylight-saving clock-altering occurred in some locations during the course, sending some participants’ clocks forward and others back. Group working suffered as a result of these temporal and access challenges, with the week allocated for a task hardly allowing some groups time to exchange messages agreeing roles.
Most considered that they had good or fluent English, however two initially indicated poor English skills, finally these two and one other, indicated that they had experienced difficulties with the use of English. Other non-native English speakers indicated that during the course they used a variety of approaches to overcome language difficulties including the use of online translators, although there was some scepticism about the quality of translations.

The majority of the participants who completed the course reported that they had enjoyed the experience and that they would sign up for another, only one participant rated the course below satisfactory, this participant also indicated language difficulties.

Discussion and Conclusion
This was the first of a series of studies, further exploration is necessary before designs can be finalised. The general positive response is heartening, but the participants were all drawn from an organisation with a supportive ethos, and so it is important not to ignore the issues raised.

In face-to-face events cohort sizes are dictated by accommodation and costs, as well as pedagogic needs. Participants are disengaged from their day-to-day lives and fully committed to the course. Facilitators are able to instantly adapt content as needed, participants who experience language difficulties are sometimes supported by interpreters (for a limited number of languages) and always supported by the community. With online events the parameters and environments are different, in particular participants remain in their own locations around the world with all the commitments of day-to-day life.

Open questions that need to be considered include:

- How large should a cohort be?
- How should participants be identified?
- How much time should participants be expected to commit per day/week?
- Should lurking be acceptable?
- How can those who can only connect occasionally be catered for?
- How can group work be facilitated?
- How can temporal differences be accommodated?
- How can the language problems be overcome?

This study contributes to understanding how individuals within a global voluntary organisation react and interact with online informal learning. The work here has informed the design of the next trial course.
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